
 
                                           DREAMZ   SALES   CONTRACT  
 
 
    Lynn & Ben Seguin 
    benlynn20012000@yahoo.ca 
    CFA   &  CCA registered 
    This agreement is made on the following 
date;__________________________________ 
    
BETWEEN;______________________&________________________
______________ 
           [Hereinafter called the vendor]        &  [Hereinafter called 
purchaser] 
    The hereinafter agreed to buy from the Vendor the following 
cat/kitten, pursuant to the terms and conditions of this agreement; 
 
 
BREED; Himalayan Persian 
BIRTH DATES; _________________________________________ 
COLOR;_______________________________________________ 
SEX;__________________________________________________ 
SIRE;_________________________________________________ 
DAM;_________________________________________________ 
GIVEN NAME BY DREAMZ; _______________________________ 
   [GIVEN NAMES CAN BE CHANGE BY THE BUYER LATER ON] 
 
 
PURCHASER'S NAME;   _________________________________ 
PURCHASER'S ADDRESS; 
______________________________________ 
PURCHASER'S PHONE #;_______________________________ _ 
MAJOR AIRPORT YOUR NEAR; _____________________________ 
  [only if we ship] 
 
 
The Purchaser shall pay to the Vendor the sum of 
__________________in CANADIAN dollars for CANADIANS only. For 
all other buyers outside of CANADA the payment is in US funds. A 
kitten will only be put on hold for a buyer after a deposit is given NO 
EXCEPTIONS. DEPOSITS and all payments can be made through 



PAYPAL or if your a CANADIAN through online money transfer. Another 
thing a buyer must remember is the shipping cost are not included in the 
sale price of a baby and must be added to the sale price. These cost 
include Air Fare cost, Carrier, and INTERNATIONAL HEALTH 
CERTIFICATE costs if the baby is traveling outside of CANADA.  There 
fore the Purchaser can see the shipping cost is not a fixed amount and 
the buyer must  inquire with the Vendor on the shipping cost. Between 
the US and CANADA usually $350 US FUNDS. The Vendor and 
Purchaser both acknowledge and agree that the Cat/Kitten is being 
purchased as; 
PET____    BREEDER___________     
BREEDER/SHOW________________  
Is the Purchaser is;    CANADIAN _____  AMERICAN______ 
OTHER__________ 
 
 
    Buyers will also be aware that all deposits are taken to hold a kitten 
or cat for them, and that baby is then removed from sale losing other 
possible homes for that baby, if that buyer has changed their mind. 
There for all deposits are nonrefundable never. If the sale is at the point 
of being complete all sales are final and there is no cash refund. 
Another baby may be picked but of the same class. Also a buyer must 
understand that Air Canada can place embargoes for extreme heat or 
cold at any time of the year and this is out of our control. A buyer must 
understand that Air Canada does this in times that the weather is 
extreme and may cause death, it is for the protection of our babies. If 
your worried about an embargo due to extreme heat or cold you can call 
Air Canada and ask them at;; 800-387-4865 about any possible 
embargoes, causing short delays in delivery. 
    The Vendor agrees to register the litter with either or both the CFA or 
CCA  in most cases it is CFA but we will register CCA if requested for 
CANADIANS. Purchaser may then register this baby individually with its 
chosen name, at their own expense.The Vendor agrees to place the 
cat/kitten [at no cost] except the shipping cost, should it die within a 
period of one year from the time of purchase. Due to a proven 
hereditary condition [to be verified in writing by a certified 
veterinarian].This replacement shall consist of the Purchaser's pick of 
the same class of kitten purchased out of the next litter. Classes refer to 
PET, BREEDER, and BREEDER/SHOW.. *****We do not give a cash 
refund ever for any reason only another kitten replacement of the same 
class. ****Once a baby leaves DREAMZ we will not take that kitten back 



it will be the buyer's responsibility to find a new proper home for that 
baby. Also for any reason if a buyer can not take the delivery of their 
baby once the shipping date has been made, they may be charged 
addition funds for care and up keep of their baby.  This is only in the 
case were the Vendor can not take delivery for such reason as they are 
on a trip or not enough funds at the time of delivery. The Vendor and 
Purchaser will come to an agreement in such cases. 
     If a baby is bought as a breeder or breeder/show and that cat does 
produce a litter,  we will replace such cat the cost again for shipping is 
the purchaser. However in saying this most of our line matures very late 
so we will not consider this on a cat younger than 3 years. One of our 
top boys just started breeding at 2 and a half years. 
     Also any purchaser of any cat or kitten from DREAMZ will agree that 
this baby will receive proper food, water, housing, medical attention, and 
fore without saying the best love, and care. Also no cat or kitten from 
DREAMZ will have free run of the out doors due to the great risk to their 
well being.  
 
 
I the Purchaser have read and understand the conten ts of the 
above Agreement, and agree to abide by the composit ions 
contained therein.  
 
 
Signature; ___________________________,              Signature; 
____________________________ 
                         {Vendor}                                                                         
 {Purchaser} 
 
 
ENJOY YOUR NEW BABY AND LET YOUR DREAMZ COME TRUE 
FROM  DREAMZ CATTERY ****  
  
    
 


